
 

  

SART JR. 
Assembly Guide 



 

S.A.R.T Junior Robot 
The SART junior robot is an adaptation to bridge the gap between Robocop and major league. The 
goal behind S.A.R.T JR was to produce an easy to build cheap robot aimed at less experience’s 
teachers, students, and competitors. The S.A.R.T JR robot is a great introduction into the 
competition and could be expanded upon by future teams. 
 
 The robot is consisted of 4 DC motor being run by a 9v battery pack. The brain of the operation is a 
Raspberry pi utilising pygame to achieve wireless keyboard control and wireless camera access. The 
case has been designed to be produced inhouse at a low cost using a laser cutter or 3d printer. 
Overall, this robot is a great introduction into Robocup and the S.A.R.T team wishes you all the best 
on your journey through the competition. 
 

 
Figure 1 - SART Jr. Robot, with completed laser cut body and optional 3D printed alternative 

 
 
Components List: 

• 1x Raspberry Pi 3 B+ and 
complimentary wires  

• 3 * 1000Ω resistor  
• 4x 6V DC Motor 
• 1x 9V Power Supply 
• 1x Circuit Board 
• L239d H-bridge 
• LM 239n voltage regulator 
• Laser cutter or 3D printer 

(Manufacture case) 

• Solderable wires 
• 8 * M3 bolts and nuts 
• 3* M4 bolts and nuts 
• 4* 3mm plastic standoffs 
• 4 * header pins 
• Wireless keyboard  
• Computer 
• Monitor  
• 2* 2600mah batteries  
• Battery holder 

 
 
 



 
Figure 2 - CAD Assembley of the SART Jr. robot platform 

 
 

 Raspberry Pi Setup 
Tools Required 

1. Power Cord ( To Power up your raspberry Pi (this will vary with model 3 and 4’s)) 
2. SD Card  ( To store Raspbian and python scripts) 
3. Keyboard and Mouse (to interface and setup raspberry Pi) 
4. Computer Monitor (visual output to set up raspberry Pi) 
5. HDMI Cord (bridge between the monitor and Raspberry Pi) 

Raspbian Operating System 
The Raspberry Pi requires the use of an operating system which is the command centre for all 
projects. This is the same as windows or IOS on traditional industry standard computers.  For this 
project we will use Raspbian which is the easiest and most basic operating system offered by 
Raspberry PI. To start off follow this link to go to the Raspberry Pi downloads page, and click on 
“Raspberry Pi Imager for Windows”. Once the download finishes click on the launcher itself, once 
you launch it follow the instructions on there to download Raspbian.  Once you have finished the 
installation process insert your SD Card, into the Raspberry Pi imager. Click on Raspbian and select 
your SD Card, then simply click “WRITE”, then wait for it to finish writing. Once you get a message 
saying “WRITE SUCCESSFUL” you can safely remove the SD Card as you have now downloaded 
Raspbian. 

Thonny IDE and other IDE’S 
A IDE is a integrated development environment, which allows the development and of software and 
code for a range of applications. Thonny IDE is a standard IDE for its ease of use while coding on the 
Raspberry Pi, this should already be downloaded onto the Raspberry Pi. This will be the main hub for 
our python script being run and controlled from here. Other IDEs like nano, Geany or Greenfoot can 
be used according to the users’ preferences. This is located in the programming section in the top 
left corner.  

https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads


 

Connecting Your Raspberry Pi 
First put your SD Card into your pi before you connect everything like shown below 

 

Then connect your keyboard and mouse into the USB ports on the pi like shown below. 

 

Then plug one side of your HDMI Cord into the Monitor and the other side into your Raspberry Pi 
like shown below (Also make sure your Monitor is plugged into power) 

 



Finally plug your power supply into a free power point and put the other side into your Raspberry Pi 
like shown below.  

 

Make sure your power points are all turned off for now and you are ready to start up your Raspberry 
Pi. 

Powering Up Your Raspberry Pi 
If you have connected everything and it all comes together, then we can now start up your 
Raspberry Pi. Your monitor should light up rainbow after a few seconds and then turn black with 4 
raspberries in the top left corner. Then an installer should come up in the middle of the screen, 
make sure you click on Raspbian, then “install”, finally click “yes”. Once that is installed click “ok” 
and your raspberry pi should restart. After it has restarted you should get the raspberry pi menu 
which looks like figure 1. From here we will setup the pi with the pop up on the screen which 
requires input of time zone password and WIFI.  

 
Figure 3 (raspberry pi  default home screen) 



 

Installing and Running the motors and control 

After completing the setup process, we will start to copy the code and download supporting 
libraries. Copy the code below and paste it into the preferred IDE. Once done follow this link to 
install the RPI.GPIO python library. After that we will run the code at found at (github or integrated 
link to code)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Installing and running the camera 

This will outline specific details to creating your 
own raspberry pi live stream with the utilization of 
a pi camera. This will achieve live footage 
outputted onto a client device(smart phone, 
computer, tablet etc). 

1) Assembly of parts  

In order to execute the setup, we must have a pi camera module and raspberry pi. These parts 
can be found via this link https://au.rsonline.com/web/generalDisplay.html?id=raspberrypi.  

The camera module includes a ribbon cable. This can be fitted into the camera port located on 
the pi.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unhinge the latches by lifting the grey 
clip and insert the ribbon cable, pay 
attention to the orientation. Once 
pushed in firmly lock it in by pressing the 
latches back into place.  

This is the final version of the camera build. Just add peripherals, HDMI and power so we can 
access the pi through the display on a monitor.  

2)  How does the project work? 

The Theory  

We’re capturing live time footage from the raspberry pi construction as a video steaming 
sever. ‘Flask’ will be used to generate this live stream and out put in onto a client device this 
will work together with the pi camera.  

What is Flask?  

It’s a powerful web framework for this project especially because the fact it is light wight 
leading to low latency. Devices which are connect to the same network as the pi has the ability 
to visit the URL and view the live stream. We can access this view from multiple devices at 
once. Since its also a webpage you can customise the features and allow human interactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.raspberrypi-spy.co.uk/2021/05/install-rpi-gpio-python-libary/
https://au.rsonline.com/web/generalDisplay.html?id=raspberrypi
Alec Mills
Github or integrated code space



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

3) Pi stream Build 

To test whether the pi camera module is functioning to correct standard use raspistill -o 
Desktop/image.jpg. This action will take a photo and by doing this we can determine the working of 
the camera. Image can be found on home desktop.  

Once camera verification is complete. We can now install the library dependencies and the git hub 
repo.  

https://github.com/EbenKouao/pi-camera-stream-flask 

 

 

We assume you have already set up your raspberry pi/SD 
card. Open up a terminal window and use sudo raspi-
config to locate to settings > interfacing options > P1 
Camera > <Yes> > Ok. We will also must enable NVC this is 
found in the same location. Interfacing options > P3 VNC > 
<Yes> > Ok.  

To easily recognise the IP address of the 
pi hover over the network icon located 
on the top panel. You can access the 
same pi from the display of another 
computer without the requirement of a 
monitor.  

The git repo enables us to create this live 
stream over flask. More information on how 
this works ca be found in this article 
blog.miguelgrinberg.com.  



 

(Open up terminal)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cloning Raspberry pi camera stream  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Open up the a new terminal and copy the following  
dependencies this is what will generate the camera 
stream .  

Updates and modifies existing dependencies.  

Execute downloads  

New terminal > ls > get clone 
https://github.com/ebenKouao/pi-camera-
stream-flask.git.  

This will get cloned the repo into our home 
directory.  

We can now see the pi camera stream is visible 
and available for use. If we open this We can 
recognised 6 different dependencies.  

The primary dependency is camera.py. This is 
what allows us to access pi camera module, 
main.py as well as the templates. Within 
templates we can find index.html this is used to 
render the website. Main.py creates the flask 
sever.  

https://github.com/ebenKouao/pi-camera-stream-flask.git
https://github.com/ebenKouao/pi-camera-stream-flask.git


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assembling Hardware 
Hardware is a major subsystem in the S.A.R.T team, it is comprised of all physical testing, modelling, 
analysis, and manufacturing on the robot. The original robot was constructed using a Laser cut 
acrylic chassis and held together with super glue and bolts. The same case was constructed as one 
bodies for those who prefer 3d printing, this also increases the range of accessible our robot offers. 
Both options require the use of 3 easy steps listed below 

1. Download appropriate files under Assembly Files (hyperlink that to the tab) 
2. Manufacture parts on chosen machine. 

Now, run main.py and you will be 
able to see its output underneath.  

Colon port 5000 

Enter your browser window and 
type the IP address of your pi with 
the ending :5000 

The stream should now to visible on your device!  

The preform is decent, although the latency can potentially vary depending on internet connection and 
scale/coverage.  

Alec Mills
Thingiverse link of both 



Figure 4 (Laser cut file) Figure 2 (3D printed case file) 

Figure 3 (bolt standoffs) Figure 4 (pi with standoffs with camera) Figure 5 (bolt standoffs bottom) 

3. Assemble case with a method deemed appropriate (superglue, hotglue, etc) 
 

 

 

   

 

 
 
 

 

Components 

After manufacturing the case we will orientate the Raspberry Pi to line up with the holes on the 
bottom Plate (The direction does not matter as long as all ports are still accessible). From here we 
will place the 3mm standoff on the base of the Pi screwing through them, the Pi and Case with 6mm 
bolts on three corners and securing them with nuts (figure 3). The last corner next to the power port 
will be attached using an 6mm bolt screwed through the bottom and to a standoff instead to raise 
the hat to prevent shorts. At this point the Pi and base should look like (figure 4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The motors will be attached to the sides using 6mm bolts through the premade motor holes and 
nuts. The side plates will require the drill out of material to form a countersink, this can be done on 
the two main motor holes using a 10 mm or greater drill bit. The counter sink will accommodate the 
protruding bolt holes that interfere with the wheels. The counter sink should accommodate for the 
bolts and the case should now look like (figure 6) 

 

 

 



Figure 9 ( Fritzing circuit) Figure 10 (circuit schematic) 

Figure 6 (Pi with camera) Figure 7 (Pi with camera and temperature sensor) Figure 8 (final hardware assembly) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next we will attach the Pi camera a Temperature sensor to the front plate. Attach the Pi camera and 
temperature sensor through the designated holes using a 6mm bolt and nut. The S.A.R.T team 
encourages you to explore the world of endless sensor possibilities which can dramatically increase 
the relevancy and practicality of the robot in a different situations. The front end should now look 
like (Figure 7) and a robot that looks like figure 8. 

Circuit 

We now have a shell full of components which need to be interfaced with code in order to create a 
working robot. The circuit is relativity easy using a dual H bridge to control all 4 motors and a voltage 
regulator to regulate the 9v supply. Below is a fritzing diagram which shows he layout of the circuit 
and need to be followed. It is recommended to build the circuit on a breadboard first, to later 
transfer to a Protoboard or a Pi hat.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The S.A.R.T junior built the same circuit and transferred it on to a servo motor hat to decrease the 
size and increase the overall practicality of the robot (Figure). AS mentioned before other methods 
like protoboards and breadboard can be used and taped to the roof of the robot. At this stage we 
should have a robot with the complete hardware. (Figure 11,12 and 13) 

 

 

 



Figure 11 (hardware final) Figure 12 (hardware final) Figure 13 (hardware final front view) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Final test and acknowledgments 

After the competition of all these steps we can operate our robot and control it from a wireless 
keyboard while watching the pycam stream. S.A.R.T would like to thank you for the time you have 
spend building this robot and hope everything went down without a hitch. We hope to see you all at 
Robocup next year with new and improved alternatives of this robot.  
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